
Easystone is the patented floating floor of the future, which 

is laid like a parquet.

It represents the perfect combination between fine natural 

materials and Ramec technological innovation. 

Easystone is composed of  wooden strips that can be 

covered by different precious materials, such as wood 

and stone or wood stone and metal, or wood and lea-

ther, or any other combination but always on the same 

unique strip, allowing so the realization of floors or walls in 

a simple but highly technological and aesthetic way. The 

thickness of the marble, granite or any other natural stone 

can vary from 0.6 to 1 cm, depending on the hardness of 

the stone or according to the needs of the designer. The 

strips, in the case of acoustic and/or heat insulation, can 

be integrated with ecologically treated cork skin, in accor-

ding to current regulations. The glue used in the assembly 

process of the materials is of our own invention, certified, 

solvent-free, with no Voc emissions, therefore also ideal 

for nautical use. Easystone is the ideal system for the ra-

pid transformation  of environments, both commercials 

and residential, without invasive building works, as it can 

also be used to cover the pre-existing floors without using 

water or other, optimizing so costs and laying times. It is 

lightweight, durable, practical and perfect for all types of 

architectural project. Different sizes are available to satisfy 

every aesthetic requirement. 

EASYSTONE

The wall strips are provided with specific clips, making in-

stallation fast and practical and guaranteeing an exceptio-

nal aesthetic result. Inlays, geometrics, interplay of colours 

and materials creatively proposed, may transform a nor-

mal floor or wall into an exclusive decoration. Easystone 

is supplied with tongue & groove joint on 4 sides and with 

bevel on 2 or 4 sides, in according to customer request.
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